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3. Statement of results with discussion 
Definition 1: Complete Random Markov Process (Abbreviated C.R.M.) 
Let F be a finite set. Let {ai, Ni} be a stationary process where each ai E F, each 
Ni E IN, No is independent of { ai, Ni}i<O and for each j 
P(ao = kia-1a-2 ... a-;/\ No= j) = P(ao = kJ{aih<o /\No= j). 
Then {ai,Ni}ie7l is a C.R.M. Ill 
Definition 2: Random Markov Process (Abbreviated R.M.) 
A Random Markov Process is the first coordinate of a C.R.M., i.e. if {ai, Ni} is a 
C.R.M. then {ai} is a R.M. 111 
Note: If the {Ni} process in the C.R.M. is bounded above by n, then the R.M. is 
an n-step Markov process. Thus, in general, an R.M. is a generalization of an n-step 
Markov chain. 111 
Definition 3: Uniform Martingale (Abbreviated U.M.) 
Let F be a finite set and let { ai} iE7l be a stationary process, all ai E F. If, for all 
€ > 0, there exists Nf E :IN such that for all M > NE and all {Fi}~0 with all Fi E F, 
IP(ao = Fola-1 =Fi, a_2 = F2 ... a_m = Fm) - P(ao = Fola-i =Fi for all i)I < E, 
then ai is a U .M. I I I 
Note: To say that a process is a U.M. is merely to say that the martingale convergence 
theorem holds uniformly on the matingale 
Theorem 4: U .M. = R.M. I I I 
Comment: This theorem provides an easy way to check whether or not a process has 
a R.M. representation. All one must check is the U.M. condition, which is relatively 
easy to check. I I I 
Theorem 5: Any zero entropy process which is not meerly a finite state rotation cannot 
be an U.M. Ill 
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Comment: In a future paper between Y. Katznelson, B. Weiss and me, we show that 
every zero entropy process can be extended to a R.M. (I am not sure our result is that 
strong. We may only be able to extend to a C.R.M.)/// 
Example 6: There exists a transformation which is weak Bernoulli and not R.M. /// 
Comment: we will give two examples of this: One simple example constructed precisely 
for the purpose of establishing example 6 and also example 18 provides another example. 
Ill 
Theorem 7: In a C.R.M., if E(No) < oo, and some minimum extra condition such 
as weak mixing or P(Xo = s/past) bounded below for some state s, then it is Weak 
Bernoulli. / / / 
Corollary 8: Let Xn be an U.M. and for each € > 0, let N£ be as in the definition 
of U .M. If there exists a sequence En which decreases geometrically but such that NE,. 
increases slower than goometrically (and the same minimal extra condition as theorem 
7) then Xn is weak Bernoulli / / / 
Comment: I so not know how to prove the corrolary without first proving the theorem. 
This demonstrates the value of the R.M. representation. / / / 
Definition 9: Consider a C.R.M. For simplicity, consider a two valued C.R.M. {O, 1}. 
The values of P(Xo = llX-1,X-2 .. . X_n /\No= n) are called the table. The table, 
together with the values of P(No = n) for every n is called a R.M. representation of 
the cannonical R.M. Factor. We also say that this cannonical R.M. Factor supports the 
R.M. representation. /// 
Comment: The R.M. representation, together with the cannonical R.M. Factor deter-
mines the C.R.M. / / / 
Definition 10: If there is a R.M. Factor which can support a given R.M. representation 
then we say that the given R.M. representation satisfies existance. If there does not 
exist two R.M. Factors which can support a given R.M. representation, then we say 
that the given R.M. representation satisfies uniqueness / / / 
Theorem 11: All R.M. representations satisfy existance. /// 
Examples 12: Some R.M. representations satisfy uniqueness and some don't. /// 
Conjecture: Consider the following R.M. representation. Choose a rapidly increasing 
sequence of positive odd integers an. Let the support of No be on the values {an}~0 . 
Let {O, 1} be the support of the {Xi}~_00 • Let P(No = aii) = -f, and let the table be 
defined as follows: 
P(x = llX X X iu = ) _ { .9 if a majority of X_1 ... X-anare 1 0 -Ii -2 . . . -a,. /\HQ an - 1 l 
. e se 
Weiss and I conjecture that this R.M. representation does not satisfy uniqueness./// 
Comment: we have considerable evidence for our conjecture but we do not have a 
rigorous proof. If the conjecture is valid it shoots down a reasonable hope for a theorem 
implying uniqueness, namely that when the table probabilities are bounded away from 
zero and one, you get uniqueness. It should be mentioned that even if this conjecture 
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cannot be established, Mike Keane claims that he has established another example 
shooting down that possibility. I I I 
Theorem 13: Any R.M. representation supporting a K transformation satisfies unique-
ness. 111 
Corollary 14: A R.M. representation satisfying E(No) < oo and <;he same minimal 
extra condition as theorem 1 satisfies uniqueness. I I I 
Example 15: There exists a R.M. that is K and not Bernoulli. 111 
Comment: This rises hopes that maybe all K transformations can be extended to a 
R.M. which is K. 111 
Definition 16: B.U.M. An U.M. with P(Xo = slpast) bounded away from 0 and 1, for 
each states, is called a B.U.M. Here, "past" means "X-i,X-2 ... "111 
Theorem 17: Let {Xi} be a B.U.M. and in particular, suppose for each s, P(Xo = 
sipast ) lies between €and 1 - €. Then for any positive 8 < €, {Xi} can be extended to 
a C.R.M. with table between 8 and 1 - 8. 111 
Example 18: The inverse of a R.M. with E(No) < oo need not be an U.M. 111 
Comment: Example 18 gives another example for example 6 because E(No) < oo 
with minimal extra condition (which is satisfies here) implies weak Bernoulli, and weak 
Bernoulli is closed under inverse. I I I 
Example 19: The inverse of a B.U.M. need not be an U.M. 111 
Theorem 20: The inverse of a B.U.M. which has a R.M. representation with E(N0 ) < oo 
must be a B.u.M. 111 
Example 21: There exists a B.U.M. with a R.M. representation with E(No) < oo such 
that its inverse has no R.M. representation with E(No) < oo. 111 
Comment: This is frustrating. I can't seem to find any class of U.M.'s which is closed 
under inversion. This is annoying, because R.M.'s are a generalization of n-step Markov 
Chains, and n-step Markov chains are closed under inversion. I I I 
Conjecture: E(N0) < oo and B.U.M. implies that the inverse has a representation with 
E(N(j- 1 ) < 00. Ill 
Conjecture: There exists, for each n, an example with E(N0) < oo and B.U.M. but 
where the inverse has no R.M. representation with E(N0) < oo. 
4. Proofs of theorems and Examples demonstrated 
Proof of theorem 4: 
We wish to prove U.M.=R.M. Obviously R.M. --> U.M. where N< is chosen so that 
P(No > N€) < E. We now show U.M. --> R.M. For simplicity as~ :me Xo takes on only 
two values, 0 and 1 (The proof can be carried out in the event that Xo takes on more 
than two values, but the extra complication would confuse the reader). 
Case l: P(Xo = llpast) is bounded below by a bound that does not depend on the 
past. 
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We will now construct a R.M. Let P be the probability law of the R.M. that we 
construct. Let P be the probability law of the U.M. If we can construct the R.M. so 
that for every past 
a) P(Xo = llpast) = P(Xo = llpast), 
then we are done. We choose a rapidly increasing sequence of positive integers 
No, Ni, N2, ... and let them be the support of No with 
A A 1 
P(No =Ni)= 2i 
Now all that is left is to define the table, i.e. we need to define 
T = P(Xo = ll(X-1 = a_i,X-2 = a_2 ... x_N; = a_fi, /\No= Ni) 
Let b range over all sequences bi, b2, .... 
We will define T by induction on i so that, at each stage of the induction, we can 
insure that 
b) supb P(Xo = ll!-1 = a_i, ... X-N; = a_fi,• X_(N;+l) = bi, X-(N;+2) = b2 .. . ) 
= P(Xo = llX-1 = a_i, X-2 = a_2 ... x_N; = a-N;' No~ N&-1). 
Clearly, if this holds for all i, we will achieve our desired goal, (a), for all pasts. By 
the induction hypothesis we have (Again, let b range over all sequences b1, b2 ... ) 
c) supb P(Xo = lJX-1 = a-1 ... X_fi,_ 1 = a_fi,_ 1 ,X-(N;_ 1 +1) = b1 
x_(N;-1+2) = b2 .. . ) = P(Xo = lJX-1 = a_1 ... x_Ni-1 = a_N;-1' No~ Ni-d 
We are assuming ( c) and trying to establish (b). As will be shown, (b) and ( c) 
together determine T. This T, together with { c), implies (b), All that needs to 
be shown is that 0 ~ T ~ 1. 
Therefore we assume both (b) and (c). Let i.1 and r1 be the left and right sides 
of (b) respectively. Let i.2 and r2 be the left and right side of ( c) respectively. It 
is clear that 
1 1 1 (r2(l - 2i-l) + T(2i ))/(1 - 2i) = r1 
this expresses r1 as a wheighted average of r2 and T which we denote by w(r2 , T) = 
ri. Since we are assuming i.1 = r1 and £2 = r2 we have 
d) w(i.2, T) = i.1 
This equation solves for T. All that is necessary is to show 0 ::::; T ::::; L Clearly 
i.2 ~ i.1 so it follows that T ~ i.1 ~ 1. 
By choosing ni-1 large enough we can insist on i.1 and i.2 being close to each 
other, and since they are bounded below it follows that T > 0 and we are done. 
D 
Case 2 We drop the assumption of case 1. We assume nothing. 
Let No be chosen so that No > N1/6· This means that for a given sequence 
a_1 ... a_N·' if 
• 
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P(Xo = llX-1 = a_1 ... X_No = a_N0 ) 2: ! then 
P(Xo = llX-1 = a-1 ... X_N; = a-N;' X_(N;+l) =bi, X-(N;+2) = b2 .. . ) 
is bounded below by ! independent of£, and bi, b2, .. .. Similarly, if 
P(Xo = llX-1 = a-1 ... X_No = a_No < ! then 
P(Xo = llX-1 = a_1 ... X_N; = a_N,• X-(N;+l) =bi, ... ) 
is bounded above by ~. Choose the table to inductively make sure that 
F(Xo = llX-1 = a-1 · . . X_N, = a_N;' No :S Ni.) 
SUPbi.b2,... P(Xo = llX-1 = a_1, ... x_N1 = a_N;'x-(N;+l) = b1 ... ) 
if P(Xo = llX-1 = a_1 ... X_No = a_N0 ) 2: i 
infb 1 ,b2 ,... P Xo = llX-1 = a-1, ... X_N, = a_N1 ,X_(N;+l) = b1 ... 
if P(Xo = llX-1 = a_1 ... X_No = a_N0 ) < ! 
we are essentially in case 1. D 
Proof of theorem 5: 
Since the process is not a finite state rotation, there must exist, for all n, a sequence 
a, b1, b2, b3 ... bn such that 
is neither 0 nor 1. Since the process has 0 entropy, the finite sequence b1, b2, ... bn can 
be extended to two distinct pasts, past1 and past2, such that 
P(Xo = aipast1) = 1 and P(Xo = aipast2) = 0. 
Example 6: Consider a Bernoulli ! , ! sequence of O's and 1 's. Every time you see a 
zero, then 10" ones (n ~ 1, n E JN) then a zero, cross out the 10n ones. Consider the 
process made up of the remaining O's and 1 's. It may be objected that this process 
is not well defined because one can't tell where the origin is after the ones have been 
crossed out. However, a process is well defined if one can explicitly define the cylendar 
set probabilities, and for this partially crossed out process, it is clear what the cylenda.r 
set probabilities a.re. 
It is weak Bernoulli because whenever there is a zero on the origin, conditioned on 
that zero, the past is independent of the future. 
I will make the argument of the previous paragraph more rigorous. Join two copies 
of the process so that the pasts are independent. Let the futures be joined independently 
also until there is a zero on both coordinates. The two conditional measures from that 
point on are the same so we can couple them to be identicle. 
However, it is not an U.M. because P(Xo = ljpast 5(10") terms all one) is close to !, for large n, but P(Xo = llpastlO"+l terms all one and 10"+1+1 term 0)=1 Proof 
of Theorem 7: We join two copies of the process together as follows. Join the pasts 
independently. 
Join their futures independently until the R.M. factors agree on a long strech (which 
will eventually happen by the minimal extra condition). After this long stretch (which 
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I will refer to as a gap) I will join the two processes to be identical until they look 
before the gap, i.e. we make both look just as far back and if they don't look before the 
gap, the probability of the next term is the same for both processes so we can make the 
next term identical for both processes, the condition E(No) < oo precisely says that it 
is unlikely that they will ever look before the gap, if the gap is long enough. D 
Proof of Corollary 8: 
In the proof that U.M.-+ R.M. we select a sequence Ni and let P(No =Ni)= ~­
The NI s have to increase rapidly enough so that f.N; is small in comparison to ~. The 
conditions of this corollary guarantee that we can do this while choosing the NI s to 
grow slower than geometrically, thereby making E(No) < oo. In particular, we can 
let N n = N f.A:n for large fixed k, where N£&n is as in the definition of U .M. and f.A:n is 
defined in the statement of the corrolary. D 
Proof of theorem 11: 
Choose the past arbitrarily. Once the past is chosen, the R.M. representation allows 
you to run the future (i.e. the R.M. representation gives P(time Olpast), P(time lltime 
0 and past) etc.). Thus run the process into the future. When we are finished we have 
a randomly chosen doubly infinite word {ai}ie1L where {a;h<o is determined. 
Define a measure Un on words of length n by un(w) = 2!n #{i: 0 ~ i < 22n and 
w = ai, a;+1 ... ai+n-1} for any word w of length n. Let u be a weak limit of the 
measures Un. Then u defines a stationary process. We now show that u supports the 
given R.M. representation. This precisely means that 
a) u(Xo = llpast} is the value P(Xo = ll past) given by the R.M. 
We show (a) by showing 
b) lu(Xo = llX-1 = bi,X-2 = b2 ... X_(n-1) = bn-1)- P(Xo = llX-1 = bi,X-2 = 
b2 ... X-(n-1) = bn-1 /\No ~ n - 1)1 goes to zero as n-+ oo. 
Note: I must write "No ~ n - 111 in (b) because P(Xo = llX-1 = bi,X-2 = 
b2 ... X-n-1 = bn-1) is not "defined. 
Let L be a large number, L > > n. We will show (b) by showing, for any fixed n, 
that for sufficiently large L, 
c) iuL(Xo = llX-1 = b1 ... X-(n-1) = b(n-1)) - P(Xo = llX-1 = b1 ... X-(n-1) = 
bn-1 /\ No ~ n - 1) -+ 0 
as n approaches infinity . 
.; is clear from the strong law of large numbers and the way ai is chosen once 
ai-1 = b1, ai-2 = b2 ... ai-(n-1) is known. To make it easy for the reader, I will 
remind him how ai is chosen. Start with a;-1 = bi, ai-2 = b2, ... ai-(n-1) = bn-1· 
Now independent of this information choose N;(which usually turns out to be less than 
n - 1). Then, given Ni = k (which we presume to be less than n - 1) we choose ai 
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to be 1 with probability P(Xo = lJX-1 =bi, ... X-(n-I) = bn-i. No = k). c) follows 
easily from the strong law of large numbers. D 
Example 12: 
No = -1 always, and Xo = X-1 always, admits two measures, the measures all 
Xi. = 0 always, and all Xi = 1 always. No = 0 always, and Xo = {O, 1} with !, ! 
product measure always, admits only one measure. 
Proof of Theorem 13 
Let P be a R.M. representation. Then P provides sufficient information to compute 
the probability law of X0 given the past. Continuing this reasoning, we can compute 
the probability law of Xn,Xn+l• ... Xn+k given the past for every n > 0 and k > 0. 
Suppose P supports a given K-process fa. Then fixing k and letting n approach oo, the 
probability law of Xn, Xn+l ... Xn+k given the past approaches the fixed Probability 
law Pon Xo, X1 ... Xk. This forces fa to be the only probability law supported by P. 
Proof of corollary 14 
Theorem 7 implies weak Bernoulli which in tum implies K. 
Example 15 
The T, T- 1 transformation is a transformation which is K and not Bernoulli. We 
will define the T, T- 1 transformation here for the benefit of the reader. Here we extend 
the transformation to a R.M. which is still K. It remains non- Bernoulli because the 
property non-Bernoulli is closed under extension. 
The T, T-1 transforamtion is defined as follows. We will describe the the T, T- 1 
transformation as a process rather than as a transformation. The T, T- 1 process has a 
four letter alphabet, (~), (~), (£), (~). Here the H and T stand for head and tail, and 
L and R stand for left and right. 
First select a random doubly infinite sequence {ai}iEZ• where each ai E {H, T}. 
The a~s are chosen with !, ! product measure. Similarly, a random sequence {bi}iEZ' 
each bi E { R, L} is chosen with l, ! product measure. The sequence { ai} is called the 
scenery, and {bi} is called the pat~. The sequence {ci}i.EZ define by 
0 if i is 0 
#{k: O::; k < i /\bk= R}-
where j = #{ k : O ::; k < i /\ bk = L} if i > O 
#{k: i::; k < 0 /\bk= L}-
#{ k : i :::; k < 0 /\bk = R} if i < 0 
The process { Ci} iEZ is called the TT- 1 process. The way that this is supposed 
to be thought about is that every time you see an L, i.e. whenever bi = L, the entire 
scenery shifts to the right, (i.e. the origen shifts to the left). Every time you see an R, 
the entire scenery shifts to the left (i.e. the origen shifts to the right). a; is just the 0 
coordinate of the shifted scenery. 
Definition: "consistent" A doubly infinite word, made from the alphabet ( f), (~), (i}, (~ 
is said to be consistent if it can be obtained from a scenery and a path, as in above 
definition of T, T-1 process. 
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Definition: Let (::) i ~be a doubly infinite sequence from the alphabet (f), (~), (i), (~. 
Let i1 < iz. We say Ethat i1 and £2 see the same piece of scenery if 
#{i;i1 :s; i < iz t\ bi= L} = #{i: ii :s; i < iz /\bi= R} 
Proposition: A doubly infinite word (:;) i 1/: made from the alphabet (f), (~), (D, (~) 
is consistent iff ai 1 = ai2 whenever i1 an~ i2 see the same piece of scenery 
- proof left to reader 
Definition: AT, r-1-question mark path is a doubly infinite sequence (:•) from the 6 
letter alphabet (f), (~), (i), (~), {l), (iJ · , 
Definition: AT, r-1-question mark path is said to be ?-consistent if there is a way to 
replace each "?" with either a "H" or a "T" in such a way that the resulting path is 
consistent. 
Proposition: AT, r-1-question mark process is consistent if there does not exist i 1 and 
i2 which see the same piece of scenery with ai 1 = ll and ai2 = T 
-proof left to reader 
Definition: Choose No to be a huge positive number, and choose Ni+l so that Ni+l >> 
Ni. The cannonical process is a doubly infinite i.i.d. sequence of random variables 
{Ni}iEJ': where for any i and j, P(Ni = N;) = 21,. 
Definition "O order process". If you cross the T, r-1 process with the cannonical process 
you get the 0-order process. 
Definition "1 order process" start with the 0 order process. Redefine any ((:~),Ni) to 
be ((i.}, Ni) if there is no j, i - Ni :s; j < i, such that j sees the same piece of scenery 
as i. The new process is called the 1-order process. 
Definition: "2 order process". Start with the 1-order process. Redefine any ((:•),Ni) 
to be ( {;.), Ni) if there does not exist j : i - Ni :s; j :s; i such that J0 sees the sam~ piece 
of scener1y as i and a; =j:. "?11 • The resulting process is called the 2-order process. 
Definition: The n-order process is defined the same as the 2-order process except that 
instead of starting with the 1-or~er process, you start with the n - 1 order process. 
Definition: An n-order question mark is an ai which is a question mark for the n-order 
process but not for the n - 1-order process. 
Definition: The final process is obtained by starting with the 0-order process and chang-
ing each ai to a "?" if it is an n-order question mark for some n. 
Definition: The final factor is the factor of the final process obtained by removing all 
the Ni £ E ZG. 
The final factor is the desired example (Example 15). To prove this we need to 
show that the final factor 
1) is an R.M. 
2) is K 
3) is an extension of the rr-1 process. 
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Proof of l: The final process is actually a C.R.M. At time zero you look back No and 
see if there is any i, -No ::; i < 0 such that a; =ft "?11 and i sees the same piece of scenery 
as zero. If there is such an i then ao = ai. Otherwise ao = "?11 
Thus, the final process is a C.R.M. a.nd the final factor is its cannonical R.M. Factor. 
Proof of 2: The final factor is a factor of the final process, which in turn is a factor 
of the 0-order process which is the product of the T, r- 1 process with an independent 
process, both of which are K. 
Proof of 3: Definition: "son" In this definition it does not matter whether we consider 
the 0-order process or the final process because we only talk about {bi} and {Ni} which 
are the same for the 0-order process and the final process. Let i E Z, Ni = N1r,, and if 
there is a number j, i - N;. ~ j < i such that j sees the same piece of scenery as i and 
Nj = N1r,+1, then j is a son of i. 
Lemma: If there is a sequence of integers { ki} iE.IN such that ko = i and for all j, ki+l 
is a son of ki, then ai is not a "?". 
Proof: None of the ak. is a first order "?". Therefore, none of them is a second order , 
"?" etc. 
Corrolary: If No= N1r,, then P(ao = "?") < -fr. 
Proof: keep in mind that if j is the son of i and Ni = NL, then Ni = N L+l · The result 
follows from the lemma if the Ni grow fast enough. 
Corrolary: You can recover all in the 0-order process from the final process (i.e. the 
final process is an extension of the 0-order process). Proof: Fix€.> 0 and i E Z. I will 
prove you can recover ai by proving P(you cannot recover as) < €..,Choose k so that fr < E. Since random walk is recurrent there are infinitely many j < i such that j sees 
the same piece of scenery as i. Therefore there must exist such a j where Ni = Nk. 
The result follows from the previous corrolary. 
All that is left to do is to show that the final factor is an extension of the T, r- 1. 
Definition A Decendent of i is a j < i which sees the same piece of scenery as i. 
When we proved the final process t~ be an extension of T, r-1, all we needed was to 
prove "Each i has a descendent which is not a question mark". This statement does 
not refer to lookback times. It continues to hold for the final factor. 
Proof of theorem 17: 
We define the table values to inductively force the following equation to hold for 
all k. 
By letting P(No = nk) = fr and then letting nk grow rapidly enough, our result 
is obtained (see proof of theorem 4). 
Example 18: We define a R.M. representation. The alphabet is {O, 1}. Let P(No = 
n + 20) = 2~. The table is defined as follows. Look back No. If X-1 = 0 and if there 
is no i ::; No - 2 such that 
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a) x_i = 1, x-(i+l) = o, x-(i+2) = 1 
or 
b) x_i = 1,x_(H1) = o,x_(i+2) = o 
then let Xo = 1 with probability l. Otherwise (still considering the case where X-1 = 0) 
choose the smallest i :::; N0 - 2 where (a) or (b) holds. If X-(i+2) = 1 then let Xo = 1 
with probability .9 and if X-(i+2) = O then let Xo = O with probability .9. If X-1 = 1 
let P(Xo = 1) = ! independent of No. From here on, we let P be the probability 
measure of a C.R.M. with the above R.M. representation. Let fa be the probability 
measure of the inverse of the cannonical R.M. factor of the C.R.M. Our purpose is to 
show that fa is not an U.M. 
We do this by proving that A and B differ substancially where A = P(Xo = 
OIX1 = O,X2 = X3 = ... Xl+m = 1,Xm+2 = .. . Xl+m+n = 0), and B = P(Xo = 
OIX1 = 0, X2 = X3 = ... Xl+m = 1), m chosen large, n chosen much larger. We do 
this by proving that-B does not depend on m and B -:/= 1, but that A approaches 1 as 
n ~ oo. 
Proof that B does not depend on m and B -:/= 1. 
Let "Xo = 011 = C, "X1 = O,X2 = X3 = ... Xl+m = 111 =D. Looking at our R.M. ( I ) 1 m-2 table we see that .P X3 = X4 = ... Xl+m = 1 Xo = O,X1=O,X2=1 = 2 . ( I ) 1 m-2 P X3 = X4 = ... Xi+m = 1 X1 = 0, X2 = 1 = 2 . 
Therefore B = P(CID) = P(C/\D)/ P(D) = P(Xo = O,X1 = O,X2 = l)}m-2 +P(X1 = 
O,X2 = l)}m-2 = P(Xo = O,X1 = O,X2 = 1) + P(X1 = O,X2 = 1) which does not 
depend on m. All that is necessary is to prove 
P(Xo = O,X1 = O,X2 = l)/P(X1 = O,X2 = 1)-:/= 1 which is equivalent to proving 
P(Xo = l,X1 = O,X2 = 1) > 0. Given any past at all, and given any value for 
No, P(Xo = 1) 2 lo· Given Xo = 1 and any past, P(X1 = 0) = !· Given any past, any 
value for X1 and X2, and any N2, P(X2 = 1) 2 lo so P(Xo = 1, X1 = 0, X2 = 1) 2 
Uo H !H 1~) = 260 > o. 
Proof that A approaches I as n approaches oo 
Let "Xo = 011 = C, "Xo = ~ 11 = F and, as above, X1 = 0, X2 = X3 = ... = X 1+m = 
111 = D and let "X1 = O,X2 = ... = X1+m = l,Xm+2 = ... = Xi+m+n = O" = E. 
A= P(CIE) = P(C n E)/ P(E) = P(C n E)/(P(C n E) + P(F n E)). To say that A 
is close to one is equivalent to saying that. 
(a) P(C n E) is much bigger than P(F n E). 
Select some i, m + 2 < i < I+ m + n. Let Ei = "X1 = 0, X2 = X3 = ... Xm+l = 
l,Xm+2 = Xm+3 = .. . Xt, = 011 • 
We will now compare P(Ei n C) + P(Ei-1 n C) with P(Ei n F) + P(Ei-l n F). 
P(Ei n C) + P(Ei-1 n C) = P(Xi = OIEi-1 n C). 
We can compute this using the R.M. rule. If Ni < i, and Ei_ 1, then Xi must be l. 
If Ni~ i·, and Ei-1nC, then Xi = O with probability .9. Thus P(EinC)+P(Ei-1nC) = 
P(Xi = OIEi-1 n C) = .9 P(Ni ;::: i). 
Similarly, P(Ei n F) + P(Ei-l n F) = .l(P(Ni 2 i)). Hence, 
[P(Ei n C) + P(Ei-1 n C)] + [P(Ei n F) + P(Ei-l n F)] = 9. 
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It follows that [P(C n E) + P(C n D n Xm.+2 = O)j + [P(F n E) + P(F n D n Xm.+2 = 
O)] = gn-2. Since P(C n D n (Xm+2 = 0)) and P(F n D n Xm+2) are fixed non zero 
constants that don't depend on n, (a) is proved, we are done. (To see that they are 
non zero, just note that they are non zero for any fixed past except the all zero past. 
Because 1 has at least lo probability given any past, it follows that the all zero past 
has zero probability). 
Example 19: 
This example is almost identical to the previous one with minor modifications. If 
we want we can explicitly describe a distribution on No, such as P(No = 2n) = in, but 
really all we use is that E(No) = oo. The table is identicle to that of the table of the 
previous example except that when the previous table says P(Xo = II No and past)=l, 
we instead have P(Xo = llNo and past)= !· 
Define C, E, and F ~in the previous example. As in that example we need only 
show that P( C n E) is much larger than P( F n E). The condition E( N0 ) = oo precisely 
says that if n is chosen large ( m and n defined as in the previous example) then there 
will usually be many i, m + 2 < i < 1 + m + n, with Ni ?: i (because altogether there 
are infinitely many i with Ni ?: i). Condition on No, Ni, N2 .... For any i, m + 2 < i < 
l+m+n in which Ni?::: i, [P(EinC)+P(Ei-1nC)J+[P(EinF)+P(E&-inF)] = 9 (all 
terms defined as in previous example). The result follows by argument of the previous 
example. 
Proof of theorem 20: 
We start out by making some general arguments about sets on a probability space. 
Let (}i, 82, 83, and ()4 be four sets in a probability space. Fix a small£ and suppose it is 
our goal to show IP(83l()2) - P(03)I < L It suffices to show (a), (b), and (c) below. 
a) P(81) is almost 1 (The meaning of "almost" is chosen after £ is chosen) 
b) Almost all of 82 is in 81 ( i.e. P( 02 n 01) / P( 82) is almost 1). 
c) 82 and 83 are independent given 81. 
Hence, if it is our goal to show 
d) IP(83I02 n 84) - P{03I04)i ~ £, 
it suffices to show (e), (f) and (g) below 
e) P(01l84) is almost 1 ("almost" chosen after £) 
f) Given 04, almost all 82 is in 81 
g) 82 and 83 are independent given 81 and 04. 
We now consider the problem of showing that the inverse process is an U .M. We 
wish to show that there exists {!m}:=l such that limm-.00 (i:m) = 0 and the following 
holds: IP(Xo = ao)IX1 = ai, ... Xm = am,Xm+l = am+l · .. Xm+n = am+n) -P(Xo = 
aolX1 = a1 ... Xm = am)I < fm 
The original process has lookback distances Ni· Let ~ be the event Ni ?: i. The 
condition E(No) < oo precisely says that {P(~)}~1 is summable. Let 01 be the event 
that ~ fails for all i > m. Let 82 be the event "Xm+l = am+l, Xm.+2 = am+2 ... Xm+n = 
am+n". Let 83 be the event "Xo = a~ and let 84 be the event "X1 = ai, X2 = 
a2, ... Xm = am". The statement that the inverse process is an U.M. is precisely (d) 
with£ replaced by fm. (d) will be established once we establish (e), (f), and (g). 
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proof of (e) 
61 is independent of 64 so we need only show P(61) is almost 1. This follows from 
the fact that E:ti P(4) can be made arbitrarily small just by choosing m large. 
proof of (f) 
Throughout this proof, the reader is expected to remember that everything is 
conditioned on 64. I will not keep repeating that. 
We now compare P(92 /I. 4) with P(62), where m + 1 $ i $ m + n. We let 
n - "X - a X· - a· " Let n - "X· - a" Let n - "X -u2,1 - m+l - m+l 1 • • • i-1 - a-1 · u2,2 - 1 - i · u2,3 - i+l -
ai+li ... Xm+n = am+n". Then P(62) = P(62,1 /I. 62,2 /I. 62,s) = P(62,1)P(62,2l62,1) 
P(62,sl62,1/l.62,2). On the other hand P(62/l.4) = P(62,1)P(4)P(92,2l62,11\4)P(92,sl622/I. 
621) [*Note* the last term does not have 4 in it because conditioned on 622 /I. 921, 4 is 
independent of 62,s]. 
We now have P(4l92) =--P(4A92)+P(62) = P(4)P(922l621/l.4)+P(922l62,1) ~ KP(4) 
for some fixed constant K, because the process we are inverting has a table which is 
bounded away from 0 and 1. P(61l62) ~ 1 - Ef:t~1 P(4l92) ~ 1 - E~t:+l KP(4) 
which can be made arbitrarily close to 1 by choosing m sufficiently large. 
proof of (g): Obvious. 
This concludes the proof that the inverse process is an U .M. We still must prove 
that it is a B.U.M. This means that there exists a number f > 0 such that for all n, 
and values ao, a1, ... an, 
h) P(Xo = aolX1 = ai .. . X,. =an)> f 
If (h) is true for large values of n, then it is true for all n so it suffices to prove for 
sufficiently large n. 
In the proof of (f) we proved the existance of a fixed K such that P(4l92) $ K P(f;). 
Using the exact same proof we can prove the existance of a K such that for any i, n, i) 
P(4IX1 = a1,X2 = a2 ... Xn =an))$ KP(i;). 
We recall that E~1 P(4) < oo so there exists m such that 
j) Definition of m: E~m KP(4) < l· 
k) Definition of D: D = "4 fails for all i ~ m". 
(i),O) and (k) imply 
I) P(DIX1 = ai,X2 = a2 .. . Xn =an)> l 
Select n > m. Note that "Xm+l = am+l Xm+2 = am+2 ... Xn = a~ is independent of 
"Xo = ag given "D and X1 = ai,X2 = a2 .. . Xm =am" so 
m) P(Xo = aolX1 = a1,X2 = a2···Xn =an I\ D) = P(Xo = aolX1 = ai,X2 = 
a2 .. . Xm =am /I. D) 
Dis independent of Xo,X1, . .. Xm so 
n) P(Xo = aolX1 = ai,X2 = a2 .. . Xm = am /I. D) = P(Xo = aolX1 = ai,X2 
a2 .. . Xm =am) 
Because the forward process is bounded, 
o) There exists 6 > 0 such that for any i, k, bo, bi, b2 ... b1c-1i 51c ~ P(Xo = b0 , X1 = 
bi, .. . X1c-1 = b1c-i} $ (l -6)1c. 
By {l), (m), (n), and {o) we have P(Xo = aolX1 = ai, X2 = a2 ... Xn = an) ~ 
P((Xo = ao) /I. DIX1 = ai,X2 = a2 . .. Xn =an)= 
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P(Xo = aolX1 = a1,X2 = a2 .. . Xn =an/\ D)P(DIX1 = ai,X2 = a2 ... Xn =an) 2 
P(Xo = aolX1 = a1,X2 = a2,,-·Xm = amH = !P(Xo = ao,X1 = a1, ... X 1n 
am)/ P(X1 = ai ... Xm =am) 
2 !Sm /(1 - S)m so we have proved (h) for all n > m, with€> l (l~;),,,,. 0 
Example 21 
One of the problems that must be overcome is to find some method of guaranteeing 
that a given U.M. has no R.M. representation with E(N) < oo. Suppose such a rep-
resentation does exist. Then, for that particular representation, a) 2::~ 1 L:f=i P(N = 
j) < 00 
Let ai = L:f=i P(N = j). Then (a.) becomes 
b) 2::~ 1 ai < oo. 
ai, of course, depends on the particular R.M. representation of vthe U.M. However, I 
will exhibit, for all i, a value ai, dependent only on the U.M. itself, and not an any 
particular R.M. representation of it, such that 
c) ai ::; ai 
no matter what R.M. representation is used to define ai. Then, if we can establish that 
d) L:~1 lli = oo, 
(b) becomes impossible for any R.M. representation. We now define ai. 
Let ... X-2, X-1, Xo, Xi, X2, ... be a stationary process. For specific values bo, b_i, b_ 2 ... , 
the assignment Xo = bo, X-1 = b_ 1, X _ 2 = b_ 2 ... is called a past. For specific i, and 
specific values bi, b2, ... , bi-1, the asignment X1 = b1, X2 = b2 ... Xi-1 =bi-I is called 
a middlei. 











::; L(O) + L(Ni = j) = ai 
j=l j=l 
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past2 l l and 
middlei 
thus establishing ( c). 
We now conclude by exhibitting a Random Markov process with all its table values 
in the interval [ fs, ~] such that E( N) < oo and the 0.,, computed for the inverse process, 
satisfies 0., = 0( f) [ i.e. there exists h > 0 such that ai > ~ for all sufficiently large i]. 
The process has three states 0,1, and n (for neutral). The table assigns each past 
word three values that sum to one, i.e. T(word) = (P(Xo = 0), P(Xo = 1), P(Xo = n)). 
We now describe the table. We fix a word of the past. Call it "word". In the 
word we seak out any two successive letter subsequence of the form O,n or 1,n. If no 
such two letter subsequence exists we let T(word) = (P(Xo = 0) = P(Xo = 1) = 
P(Xo = n) = l). Otherwise, choose the last such two letter subsequence of "word" 
("last" means largest j such that X1X;+1 is such a 2 letter subsequence). If it is O,n 
let T(word)=(P(Xo = 0) = ~' P(Xo = 1) = fs,P(Xo = n) = ~). If it is l,n let 
T(word)={P(Xo = 0) =-ft, P(Xo = 1) = 135 , P(Xo = n) = !). 
We define the distribution of lookback time, N, by P(N = i) = fa, where 7 = 
2:~ 1 fa. Clearly E(N) < oo. 
We will denote this process by {Xi}~_00 • Fix io and let Yi= Xio-i· 
Then {Yi}~-oo has the distribution of the inverse process of {Xi}~0 . From here on 
aio means the aio calculated from the process {Yi}. 
We wish to show that aio :?: O(lJ In the Yi process 
Let "middle" = "Y1 = Y2 = ... Yio-1 = n" = "X1 = X2 ... Xio-1 = n11 
"past" - "Yr - Y Y - 011 - "X - X - X - 011 O - 0 - -1 · · · -m - - io - io+l · · · - io+m - ' 
m chosen huge. 
"past" - "Yr - Y Y - 111 - "X - X X - 111 1 - 0 - -1 · · · -m - - io - io+l · · · io+m -
Let middle =B, pasta = C, past1 = D, "Yio = 011 = "Xo = 011 = A. 
definition of ai0 , e) aio :?: P(AJB /\ C) - P(AJB /\ D) 
From here on ignor the Yi process and consider only the Xi process. 
f) aio > P(AjB /\ C) _ P(AjB /\ D) = P(B /\ CjA) _ 
P(A) - P(A) P(A) P(B /\ C) 
P(B /\ DJA) _ P(BjA)P(CIB /\A) P(BjA)P(DjB /\A) _ P(CjB /\A) 




The last equality holding because B is independent of A. This is true because the 
middle is the all nuetral state and nuetral has probability i no matter what the past. 
We will show that there is a hi, h2, hg, h4 all greater than zero, such that g) h1 > h2 
h) hg > h4 
i) P( CjB /\A) > (l)m+l(l + ~) 
j) P(CIB) < !m+i(l + 1f;) 
k) P(DjB /\A) < ! m+i(l - ~) 
l) P(DjB) > ! m+\1 - 'l:) 




A hi - h'}, • h1 - h2 l • 
aio:;::: ( 2 + h3 - h4)P(A)/io 2: ( 2 + h3 - h4) 15 /ao 
and we will be done. The last inequality holds because P(AIN /\ X-1 /\ X-2 ... ) is 
bounded below by f 5 . 
We now conclude this paper by defining h1,h2,h3,h4 and establishing (g), (h), (i), 
(j), (k), (1). First we bound P(CJB /\A) and P(DIB /\A) 
We now expand this using the definition of this Random Markov Chain. 
io+m oo 
P(CIB" A)= II I: P((Ni = j) /\ xi = 01xi-1 = xi-2 = ... xio = o" B /\A) 
i=io i=O 
io+m oo ~ ({ 1 ·f · · ) 
. - l J <'I 
= II L P(N1 = J) i if . > i = 
... 0 5 J -i=to 1= 
io+m l I 3 'Y 1 l+m io+m 'Y g 'Y II (-(1- L-:s) + -(L-:s)) = - ((II (1- ~ + -(~))) + errori) = 
. . 3 ">. J 5 ">. J 3 . . 2: 5 2i i=to 3 _i ; _i i=io 
1 Hm io+m 2 'Y 1 m+l 2 'Y 
- ((II (1 + -72)) + errori) = - (1 + --:- + error1 + error2) 
3 . . 5 i 3 5 io i=so 
where error1 is of order .\ and error2 is of order -:\ given that m is sufficiently large. 
'o 1o 
Thus, for any small number, say 10-6 , for sufficiently large io, and then m chosen large 
after io is chosen 
1 m+l ~"Y _ 10-6 . 1 m+l .P + 10-6 
* - (1 + 5 . ) < P(CJB /\A) < - (1 + 5 . ) * 3 i 0 3 i 0 
We now bound P(DIB /\A) using exactly the same reasoning we used to bound 
P(CIB /\A). 
io+m 1 'Y l 'Y l m+l 2 I 
P(DIB /\A) = II (-3 (1 - L -:S) + 15 (L -:S)) = -3 (1 - --:- + error1 + error2). 
.. .>.J .>.J 5i0 
t==to J _1 J _1 
We now have to bound P(CJB) and P(DjB). P(CJB) = (P(CIBA(Xo = O)))P(Xo = 
0) + P(CJB /\ (Xo = n))P(Xo = n) + P(CIB A (Xo = l))P(Xo = 1) 
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Clearly, the way this Random Markov Chain is defined implies 
P(CIB /\ (Xo = 1)) :::; P(CIB /\ (Xo = n)) :::; P(CIB /\ (Xo = o)). Recall that "Xo = 
011 =A. 
We have 
P(CIB):::; P(CIB/\A)(l-P(Xo = l))+(P(CIB/\(Xo = l)))P(Xo = 1):::; ~:(P(CIB/\ 
A)+ AP(CIB /\ (Xo = 1)) 
The last inequality holds because P(Xo = llNo /\ X-1,X-2 ... ) is bounded below 
by 115 so P(Xo = 1) :::; A· Note that P(CIB /\ (Xo = 1)) computed term by term is 
precisely the same thing as P(DIB /\A). Hence we have 
14 1 1 14 2 P(CIB) :::; 15 P(CIB /\A)+ 15 P(DIB /\A) < 3(m+l) ( 15 (1+C51'+10-6)/io) + 
1
1
5 (1- (~7- 10-6)/io)) = 3,;+l (1+(~:I+10-6)/io) 
* P(CIB) < 3,;+l (1+(~:1 - 10-6)/io) * 
We use the sameJeasoning to bound P(DIB) that we used to bound P(CIB) 
14 l 14 l P(DIB) > -P(DIB A A)+ -P(DIB /\ "Xo = 111 ) = -P(DIB /\A)+ -P(CIB /\A)> 
- 15 15 15 15 
1 14 2 -6 . ) 1 (2 -6 . 1 ( ((26 -6)/. 
--(-(1 - (-1+10 )/so + -(1 + - - 10 )/io = -- 1- -1+10 i 0 . 3m+l 15 5 15 5 3m+l 75 
* P(DIB) > 3~~ 1 (1 - (~: 1' + 10-6)/io) * 
We are done. Let hi= ~1- 10-6,h2=~~I+10-6 ,h3 = ~1- 10-6,h4 = ~~')' + 
10-6 and (g),(h),(i),(j),(k) and (1) all hold. This can easily be seen using the asterick 
equations. D 
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